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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1932

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Many Alumni
A r e V icto rs
In E lectio n s

Lawyers Will Hold
Their Annual Ball
Students Outside of School of Law]
May Attend Dance

VOLUME XXXII. No. 15

T hirty-eight Druids Neophytes Alumni Decide to M ake
Be Initiated
Members A re Will
Council Permanent Body
At Next Meeting
In Orchestra
A t Initial Meeting Here

Phi Delta Phi, legal fraternity, will

Graduates and Former Students hold its formal dance Saturday eve-1No Definite Date Has Yet Been Set
ning at the Elks’ temple. Ticket —
For Initial Appearance
Get State and County
| sales have been limited to 100 couples.
Qf Organization
Positions

IlaniNkill and Swearingen Are Hosts
To Active Club Members
At Dinner Party
Complete Discussion of AH Problems Confronting State University

Takes Place Throughout Sessions; Tentative Plans for

New members of Druids, honorary
Union With Other Associations Are Made
Since yesterday, the sale has been |
________
forestry group, will be Initiated Thurs
open
to
students
other
than
those
en
day,
November 17. The pledges are:
Thirty-eight
members
of
the
Univer
Several graduates and former stu
sity Symphony orchestra, an increase Richard Gallup, Sunburst; John HinDefinite plans to perpetuate the Alumni council of the State Uni
dents of the State University who have rolled in the School of Law.
entered politics, since their graduation Chaperons will be Dean and Mrs. over last year’s membership, have man, Rapelje; Joe Wagner, Missoula; versity Alumni association were made at the first meeting of the
C.
W.
Leaphart,
Prof,
and
Mrs.
D.
B
*
I
been
chosen.
In
former
years,
proJoe
Hessel,
Urbana,
111.;
Rufus
Hall,
were successful in being elected to
council in the Forestry auditorium last Saturday and Sunday mornings
state and county offices during the Mason, Prof, and Mrs. A. K. Smith, i grams have been presented in January Two Dot; Marlon McCarty, Wllkinswhen a committee was appointed to draw up plans for future memIProf, and Mrs. W. L. Pope, Prof, and and April by the symphony, but this burg, Pa., and Bill Davis, Missoula.
general election held last Tuesday.
-^bership and meetings of the council.
Ray Nagle, ’23, was elected to the Mrs. A. I Whitlock, and Charlotte | year no definite date has been set as The date was set by the Druids at
From the
It was decided that the Alumni astheir meeting Wednesday evening.
office of attorney-general of Montana | Russell. George Bovingdon and bis|y et
ASKS CO-OPERATION
soefation would not hold a reunion in
J. H. Itamskill and T. G. Swearingen
The members are as follows:
on the Democratic ticket, defeating the orchestra will furnish the music
1933 but that work this year would be
Republican candidate, L. A. Foot, by a
I First violins: Dorothy Mueller, were hosts to the 24 members at a To All University StudeAts:
centered upon the council’s activities.
National Book Week, November (The council plans to hold at least one
IHE football game last Saturday | narrow margin. Nagle was prominent
Pauline Ritchey, Margaret Lehsou and dinner party at Professor Ramskill’s
in many campus activities before his |
Russel Watson, Missoula; Kathryn home. A talk was given by Dean T. 14-19, has been announced by the meeting a year with alumni associa
jL was, for the most part, the best
graduation.
Bailey, Corvallis; Dennis Rovero, C. Spaulding on the present relief Missoula Public library. During tions of the State College, the School
we’ve observed this year. Only next Joseph P. Monaghan, a former stuSeeley Lake; Harriet Gillespie, Grass work In connection with the Recon this week only, books long over of Mines, and the other Greater Uni
ime, we’ll take our football without Ident at Ule state UniVersity, was
Range; Phyllis Lehmann, Cut Bank, struction Finance corporation in this due may be returned to the library versity Institutions as a means of Im
rain, please. With the exception ofje]ec(ec] representative In congress'
region.
without the payment of accumu pressing upon the people of Montana
and Alice Stukey, Great Falls.
he first few minutes of play, the lastL rom y,e first congressional district!
lated fines. The library is making the idea of an integrated Greater Uni
Second violins: Dorothy Eastman,
ew minutes were the most exciting L f Montana.
a particularly earnest effort to re versity. A union with these associa
Mary Jean McLaughlin and Virginia
*yYe watched, outside of the movies, Joseph FitzStephena, '32, was vie-1
~
cover all outstanding books during tions is also being considered.
Wilcox, Missoula; Ruth Edwards,
or some time. The cheer leaders, we t0rious in
race tor representative Hi-Jinx Committee Selects Students Malta, and Richard Ormsbee, Hamil
this period.
Fees of the association were set by
egret to have noticed, were not up to L jj
legislature from Gallatin
To Manage Early Ticket
Since the Missoula Public library
ton.
the council at a dollar per year for
heir usual standard. It seems to us T ^ y Frances Elg6i .30_was elected
gives a great deal of service to
Sellino fam naion
Violas: Stanley Teel, Missoula; Wildues
and a dollar per year for sub
hat it might be possible to evolve |pubUc admlni8trator ot Lewia and|
__ ____ _ 8
University students, we feel that
ford McCrea, Great Falls, and Lois
scription to the Montana Alnmnus,
ome more competitive metho '"•irMark
Clark county.
every student should co-operate
I The advance ticket sale for the an-jElda Howard, Melstone.
selecting
cheer leaders. If they were . Ten graduates and one former stu- nual Hi-Jinx production will begin Cellos: Ruth Riedell and Catherine
with the library staff In bringing quarterly magazine of the association,
—
or a combination of the two at $1.50
/olsnteers willing freshmen, per-ident were Tict0rious in the race for IThursday, November 17. Representa- Potter, Missoula; Marjorie Mites. East
about the return of as many books
per year.
laps—a different trio Ior
Ea“ e’ positions as county attorneys through- L ves have been selected by the pub- Helena.
as
possible.
Your
co-operation
in
Basketball and Hockey Schedules
Discussion Diversified
making the Book Week a success
mder thedirection of a
yell kingwho QUt the state. They are: Harold Dean, llcity committee from each sorority,Clarinets: Russell White, Hinsdale;
Saturday’s meeting considered first
Will Be Arranged
will be sincerely appreciated by the
•arns appointment for having been ,32 Sanders county; Vernon Hoven, fraternlty and the independent groups Dorothy Howard. Melstone; Lucille
the
Alumni
association, the activities
By Director
staff of the Public library and the
m outstanding cheer leader the pre.- ,32 Sheridan county; w aiter Murphy, to sell as many tickets as possible. A Lindgren. Brockway, and Clifford
of its clubs, the Montana Alumnus,
ions year, there might be more en- >32, Mineral county; Homer Hullinger, table wiu be piaced in Main hall Haugland, Bozeman.
administration of the University.
the placement bureau and personnel
husiasm aroused in the rooting sec- ’28, Pondera county; Henry McCler- Thursday and Friday and each repre- Cornet: Thelma Buck, Kalispell;
On Thursday afternoon at 4 o’clock
Yours very truly,
service. Andrew Cogswell then dis
ions. We realize that it is hard work!Iman, *28, Toole county; Eugene gentative may obtain as many tickets Horns: Dudley Brown, Palo Alto, Cal.; a meeting will be held of the intra
J. B. SPEER,
cussed the State University news serv
mural
managers
selected
from
each
o.get a crowd that is boq^co d and Grandey »31 McCone county; Donovan a8 he desires to sell. These dates are Trombone: Charles McCormick, MisBusinea# Manager and Registrar.
ice with a report on the news stories
\et to scream en u s a s tc a y or a \^orden, *23, Missoula county; E. M. ,a]g0 0pen to the public for purchasing sou la; Tympanies: Edward Jeffrey, fraternity and the Independents. The
sent out last year. Dean R. C. Line
earn that is losing. But if the crowd Kee,ey >22 Powell county; George tickets. A ballot will be issued with DeBorgia; Piano: George Dlckel, Gar- meeting will be held in Room 102 of
jgave a report on student costs in 1932the
men’s
gymnasium
and
the
purpose
rere aware of friendly rivalry among |AUeDi .31> Park county: j. h . McAlear, eacb tlcket in order for the purchaser rison.
33, showing that the average student
cheer leaders, as well as between I'26, Liberty county, and Edwin Booth, L0 vote his choice for “Miss University!Other members ,of
the Symphony or- will be to decide whether or not there
expenses per year were $150.87 less
he teams, mightn't it help? At any who attended the School of Law for | of Montana.” Reserved seats for the cliestra who are not students are Aris will be competition among these or
than three years ago.
ate, it might keep students rooting two years, was elected county attorney show may be obtained from November Bunch, Marian Smith, Doris Merriam, ganizations in basketball and hockey.
j Following a discussion of State Uni
The various groups are requested to
or their own team.
of Petroleum county.
30 until December 2 at the Fox-Wilma Mattheus Kast, Mary Beth Clapp, Mrs.
versity activities in debate, drama, and
appoint their managers at once and
Dan Welch, a former student, was theatcr>
Russel Gwinn and H. S. Tapper.
the Frontier, Pres. C. H. Clapp ex
UMAX nature is a peculiar thing. elected county assessor ' of Glacier The ad^nce sale will close Tuesday,
to Instruct them whether or not their
plained the curriculum revision which
organization is going to participate. !
, It is probably blamed for more county
November 29, and all unsold tickets
has
taken place this last year which
I In case it is decided to include those j
uman ills than any other single item,
must be turned in by 5 o’clock to Mer
activities on the intramural sports More Men Than Women Rec
Receive ]'allows/ *tndent
*is
ot counting bad luck. Human nature,
cedes Sprague, chairman of the ticket
ground of general knowledge in the
program a regular schedule will be
e were told by a learned professor,
Warnings nof rPoor Work
committee.
.lower division or first two years, and
drawn
up,
with
the
minor
sports
di
social nature, and refers to attitudes
The following representatives will
rrom r roressors
Ito specialize in the upper division or
rector in charge. There was no
cquired by education, rather than any
take charge of the sorority sales:
------------last two years.
official league in either hockey or bas
mate quality of mind. However,
Alpha Xi Delta, Kathleen Dunn; Alpha
The smallest number of yellow slips The Sunday discussion opened with
ketball last year but unofficial games
hancing triteness and error, we are
Phi, Margaret Raitt; Alpha Chi
there
is
record
of
since
the
autumn
a report by George Shepard on the
League of Nations' Plans to Change were played and aroused considerable
olng to lay the blame for a few things
Iomega, Kathryn Fouts; Delta Delta
quarter of 1925, 324, have been mailed work accomplished by the Alumni
Calendar and Origin of Decimal
interest.
the feet of human nature. It is Will Play 0. C. L. A. Brain Saturday Delta, Betty Foot; Delta Gamma,
to 260 students who have been doing | Challenge Athletic Field corporation,
Systems Are Explained
uman nature to take pride in your
The^intramural director would also poor work during the first half of the|Thp bleachers, the land on which the
Louise Harden; Kappa Alpha Theta,
In Last Conference Game
ork, in your department and its
like to know at that time how many quarter.
Mary Breen; Kappa Kappa Gamma,
| Forestry nursery is located and the
Of the Season
“These Peculiar Things Called Num of the fraternities are going to enter
chievements. But when individual
_________j Virginia Graybeal; Kappa Delta, Olive
As usual the men received more I
cour8e known as the Old Country
rides get too strong they are apt to Tomorrow afternooh Coach Bunny Midgett; Sigma Kappa, Joy Browning; bers” was the title of a talk given by a team in the bowling league and if
poor work slips than the women.
were acquired for the State Uniurdle into jealousy. And that is what jQakeg and a quad of 23 Grizzly foot- jZeta Chi, Sylvia Jevnager, and Inde Prof. E. M. Little at a meeting of the the Independents will be represented Women numbering 83 received 961versity through the efforts of this corMathematics club at Craig hall last this year.
eems to have happened in more than ball players leave for Los Angeles pendents, Carol Weils.
slips, while 177 men were recipients P°rati°n. ,
Wednesday
evening.
He
discussed
the
ne instance—probably in many places where they meet the U. C. L. A. Bruins Fraternity
representativei
or 22S delinquency reports. Yellow |
I>r. Clapp Gives Report
humorous and paradoxical inconsis
elides the University. Departmental] next Saturday.
..... The Uclans are tied Alpha Ta Omega, Richard Schneider; tencies of numbers, particularly with
slips for men during previous fall Pres- a H- claPP then Presented a
school
of
this
size,
alousies in a
L f |m place
the conference with IDelta Sigma lambda, Tom Coleman;
quarters
have
been
on
llie
increase
statistical
report of financial condioorever, seem somewhat illogical, y g c and are expected to take|Kal>Pa Slgmu, Dallas Little; Plil Delta reference to the calendar and the deci
whlle for women they have been on tions of the state University as commal system.
rlendly rivalry is fine. It is usefuI IMontana in their stride.
Theta, Howard Rutherford; Phi Sigma
the
decrease
pared
with
those of other northwest
ir spurring achievement, and few Montana will have her full strength I KaPPn. Robert Leslie; Sigma Alpha “The calendar lias a peculiar num
ern universities, showing that on ex
ber system that is far from modern,”
During the fall quarter of last year
penditures for state purposes and
mall-boy, call-each-other-names jeal-| who has been out for several weeks|sDon. Charles Gaughan; Sigma Chi, Dr. Little brought out. “The League Mrs. C. H. Clapp Addresses Group 356 yellow slips were sent to 279 stu higher education, Montana ranks low.
At Sunday Breakfast.
dents. There were six more warnings
usy is too petty for dignified depart- with an Injured knee. He may be Robert Busey; Sigma Nu, Stanley Hill, of Nations is working to bring about
It was decided that the placement
sent during the winter quarter than
tents to indulge in. We are strong able to play Saturday.
Thirlowa; a change in the calendar. One of two
service of the Alumni association
an<* Independents, Hs
best ideas for a change is to have 13 More than one hundred students at the fall quarter.
it a forum course in “The Other Fel
should
be placed upon a fee basis and
This will be the last conference |
months of four weeks each, and the tended the Newman club breakfast Yellow slips are sent as a warning IGiat should include all students and
l 's Viewpoint,” with attendance ob- game for the Montana squad this year.
gatory for professors and open to )They have one game remaining, how SENTINEL PICTURE SCHEDULE other advocates 12 months of 30 days at St. Anthony’s Parish hall Sunday of delinquent scholarship to students a| umn| jn general rather than just
h, the extra days not being counted i morning. Election of officers and a who are not doing passing work at those desiring positions as teachers,
tndents. Not only would it help ever, when they meet the strong Gonjus dates but put on as holidays. Of talk by Mrs. C. H. Clapp comprised mid-quarter. Those who receive them B F 0akeg> A j Lewandowski and
varyone to a little mutual apprecia- zaga Bulldogs at Spokane the follow
Tuesday, November 15
course, if we adopted a five- or ten- tl\f program.
on of the problems facing the other ing week.
are not allowed to drop courses in j |jarry Adams discussed athletics with
Kappa Kappa Gamma 1:30 to
j day week, the second plan would Mrs. Clapp discussed the organiza which they are failing after yellow lhe council.
epartmen.ts, bat it would be such a
Sigma Chi .................7:15 to
jglve
the same calendar for each tion of study clubs.
ne opportunity for all of us to brag
slips have been sent out without tak- ]
Members Present
Wednesday, November 16
month.
bout our own.
‘There are two ways of organizing lng “F” as a grade
Those who were present for the
Sigma Kappa ............. 1:30 to
Merriam Will Be
“Why do we use the decimal system these clubs. You may have one large
meeting
Saturday
morning were: John
Sigma Nu - .................. 7:15 to
—based on the number 10? Why group, or, you may divide into small
'HAT do you notice about the
District Delegate
Patterson, Missoula; Burtt R. Smith,
Thursday, November 17
wouldn’t a system based on eight be groups of five to eight persons win
Anaconda; Harry N. Stuber, Billings;
people you meet? We always
Zeta Chi .......... - ..........1:30 to
just as good? The only reason seems
interested in the same department
■■••■I n
*
ijGuy E. Sheridan, Butte; Myles J.
otjee the color of their eyes, and the H, G. Merriam, professor In the De Sigma Phi Epsilon .... 7:15 to
to be that we have ten fingers. In
instance,
a
group
of
French
Will
U6
f/npfOV6u
Thomas,
Helena: Carl McFarland,
Friday,
November
18
uality of their look. By the word partment of English, will, early in
the tropics some tribes use a 20 sys majors might meet and have one of
________
Helena; William O. Dickinson, Mis
nallty we mean what a modern poet December, travel more than two thous Phi Delta Theta ....... 1:30 to
tem based on the fingers and toes. the members review a French book
soula: Mrs. Lu Knowles Maxey, Mis
Ijht express by the phrase, the "es- and miles in the Interests of the Dis
Work »it Road Beside Craig Hall i
Systems of 12 or 30 could be used just of current Interest,” she said.
soula; T. C. Spaulding, Missoula; WiL
mce of their gaze.” In other words, trict Rhodes Scholarship committee.
Will Eliminate Curve
as logically.
________
liam Jameson, Billings; E. K. Badgley,
Officers elected were: Grant Kelrecent change In the method ot
e|remember lf the individual looked
“Some day mathematicians may con
Missoula: Roger Fleming, Missoula,
leher, president; Joe Wagner, vicet us easily, or nervously, or anxlous- selection of Rhodes candidates makes
tribute a number notation as much
Removal of the curve in the road i and Charles E. Avery, Anacouda. The
president; Emma Bravo, secretary,
, or any other way adverbially des- it necessary for each member of the
better than our Arabic notation as our
around the hedge east of Craig hall State University administration was
and Archie Kimpel, treasurer.
libable. . We recall learning, when district committee to attend two State
Arabic is* better than the Roman no*
was started Saturday. Instead of cut represented by Dean R. C. Line, An
e|flrst came to college, that many Rhodes Scholarship committee meet
tation.”
ting east of Elliott hall, the road will drew C. Cogswell, Morris McCollum,
egjlle never notice eyes. It surprised ings while representatives are being Grading and Leveling Is Started!
extend straight south from the open Jessie Cambron Treichler, Pres. C. H.
Foods Class Inspects
Before Ground Is Frozen
smnd we started asking other people selected. Mr. Merriam will attend the
ing In the hedge, go around the hall | Clapp, J. B. Speer and W. E. Maddock.
lmt they did notice. One friend of state meeting In Grand Forks, N. D„
Local Bakery Systems ml then turn east to Join with t h e ^ addjtjon to these, DeWitt Warren,
Tickets May Be Obtained
<unr looks at hands, and mentally December 10, tbe Montana state meet- Skates will flash on the R. O. T. C,
used
trail that was forr
iciendive; Maurice Dietrich, Deer
ratifies people by their hands. An- lng in Butte December 12 and the dls- drill field with the coming of zero
For Masquer Production
some | Lodge, and Howard Toole, Walter McApproximately thirty-five girls in “The road will still
ther recalls nothing but the shoes trlct committee meeting In Spokane weather. Grading and leveling was
peeders
are
condanger
so
far
as
00,1 ;Leod. and George Shepard, Missoula,
Advance ticket sale for the Mon the foods 15a class took the second
begun yesterday afternoon, in prepa
ear wore. StUl another notices hair, December 14.
ringen, who is fn are present for the Sunday meeting.
ation for the rink that the School of tana Masquers’ presentation of field trip of the year Friday morning cerned,” T. G. Swe
sjcolor and how it is worn. Somek, says, “but if Out-of-town members of the Alumni
charge
of
the
wc
when
they
made
an
inspection
of
a
”R.
U.
It.”
began
yesterday.
Seats
Forestry is sponsoring.
o n ' else mentally estimates the A. W. 8. WILL MEET ONLY
drivers will exercise a littl :are In jcouncil were the guests Saturday affor the special student perform local bakery.
0H£E EVERY TWO WEEKS Marion McCarty, Wtlkinshurg, I
ofth of eye-lashes <!), and another
The class arrived at the bakery at travelling on that road, tli danger jternaon of President Clapp at the Ore
-------who is In charge of this year’s rink, ance, at cut rates on Friday eve
Aedy can dencribe. the . style of
6:30 o'clock in order that they might will be much less than was the case gon State-State University game, and
worn by tbe stranger. One young At a meeting of Associated Women Isaid, "Due to the difficulty in leveling ning, November 25, are on sale at
Saturday evening of the Missoula
see all the processes involved in with the former blind curve.”
tbe Students’ store.
41s hew .well dr how badly Students held yesterday afternoon in the field, the rink will be about half
Tickets for the presentation at getting out the day’s supply of bread, The new portion or the road is be Alumni club at a dinner at Corbin
!sr girl apim.es 'her make-up. The the A. W. S. room in Main hall it was as large is it was last year. The
ball.
ing
plowed
and
will
be
graded
in
order
rolls,
doughnuts
and
other
bakery
variety of nature is some- decided to hold meetings only every grader is being put to work to avoid the Missoula county high school
auditorium Thanksgiving day, No products. Although only a few men that water will drain from it. It will
two weeks instead of each week as frozen ground later In tbe season.”
surprlsing, to say the least
NOTICE
vember 24, may be purchased at are required in doing this work, by be graveled before it is finally put
has been done In tbe past.
Bach sorority Is to instruct Its mem
NOTICE
the College Shop of the Missoula 8 o'clock the bread was buked, wrapped into use.
NOTICE
m
! There will be a meeting of Home
and ready to go out on the market.
Mercantile company.
bers to name at least four women to
{Economics club tomorrow evening at
Publications board wilL^neet in Prof. parUcipate in the intersorority swim* Masquers will hold a meeting to
All seats for both performances Most of the processes are handled by Harry W. Stuber and Charles
7:30 o’clock in the clothing laboratory
were
weekAvery
of
Anaconda
means of machinery and very little
.J L Housman's office tomorrow at ming meet which will be held Decem night at 7:30 o’clock In the Little are reserved.
of the Natural Science building.
guests at South hall.
handwork is necessnry.
ber* .
Theater.

SENIOR BENCH

Thursday Set
For Advance
Ticket Sales

In tra m u ra l
O rganizers
Plan League

Yellow Slips
Go to Fewer
Delinquents

Little Discusses
Number Systems
At Club Meeting

G rizzlies L eave
With Coach Oakes
For Coast Game

Newman Club Names
Four New Officers

Old Campus Road

m

Rink Will Be Ready
For Flooding Soon
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T h e M ontana K aim in
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the State
University of Montana.
Entered as second-class matter at Mlssdula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.
Subscription price, $2.60 per year.
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
JOHN B. CURTIS....................... I.:...™*...............-........ ....... EDITOR
RICHARD SCHNEIDER........... ......................BUSINESS MANAGER

Declaring that football at all large universities is “a business propo
sition,” the Minnesota Daily, student paper at the University of Minne
sota, asks editorially, “Why not pay the deserving workers?” The
Daily contends that football is paying publicity and is ob
Football tained from the gridiron by “only a mere handful from each
college," and the rest of the men have been “marking time
As a
Business as far as preparations for the future are concerned.” The
editorial asserts: Coaches are shifted as soon as a team
has a losing streak and everything is done to keep the team winning
and maintaining gate receipts. This is good business practice. The
most important cog in the money-making machine is the player and
his only return is ‘that tired, aching feeling’ and a lot of slush about
‘fighting for the dear old Alma Mater’.”
This stand, taken by a large college paper, is'similar to the opinions
of many students and football fans throughout the country, yet the
common belief is that professionalism would ruin the whole status of
college athletics. It is true that “ this handful of men" is giving the
school and the student body “ something paying” without remunera
tion. Many athletes are forced to work from two to four hours a day
to earn their board, room and tuition. They spend three hours of hard
work a day on the football field. Their classes and studies are then
of secondary importance. If they lose their job, then school days are
over, and college shuns the man who has a reputation for being a foot
ball player and refuses to play.
Many of the larger schools have found a solution to this problem.
They maintain a training table for each sport during its season. The
men on the squad receive board and room during the season they-,are
members of a major athletic team. The quarters they are not on a
major sport squad, they leave the training table. They then have
sufficient time to work for their living, if necessary, and to devote
enough time to their studies. The financing of a training table usually
comes from the athletic fund, but in some cases it is the endowment
of an alumnus or philanthropist.
This may not be the solution but it would give the players some
thing more than “ glory” and it would in no way turn college athletics
professional.
We have often wondered why some professors seem to think that
the intelligence quotient of their students is so far below their own
that they consider it a waste of time to attempt to get in contact with
them outside the classroom. We feel that both students
Professors— and professors are missing something which each could
Homan and get from the other. There are many students on this
campus whose intelligence on subjects other than those
Otherwise
which they happen to be taking from their professors
would probably surprise those gentlemen. Last year we took a course
from a certain man just because we knew he was an interesting lec
turer. This year we are planning on taking another course from him
because we so enjoyed the last one. But. will we walk into his class
room with any greater feeling of friendliness for the man than we did
last year? We will not! We have so far failed in getting to know the
man that he doesn’t even speak to us when we meet on the campus,
Still, we know he has a fund of interesting things to tell those who
manage to get to know him.
Ranked against these professors who seem not to care about what
becomes of the students once they have left the lecture room, are
those who take the greatest interest in everything that happens to
those whom they teach. The men are easy to get acquainted with
They take a keen delight in discovering a student who is able to argue
intelligently on a number of subjects. These are the men who make
the school what it is. The students may enjoy the stand-offish pro
fessors’ classes, but when it comes to taking their troubles to some
one who”will understand and advise them, they turn to those men who
have permitted a certain degree of friendliness to enter into their re
lationship.

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, November 18
\lpha Chi Omega . . : ......................................................... Sport Dance
Alpha P h i .......................................................................... Pledge Formal
Alpha Tau Omega............................................................Pledge Formal
Delta Gamma.................................................................... Pledge Formal
Sigma Nu ................................................................................ Masquerade
Saturday, November 19
Alpha Xi Delta.................................................................. Pledge Formal,
CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA Phi Delta Phi..............................................................................Legal Ball
Margaret Breen, Margaret Johnson Sigma Phi Epsilon........................................................... Bowery Brawl
and Ruth Tolleys complimenting each
other on the success of the Bear PawSpur dance — an Unknown Soldier
saluting at every command made dur
ing memorial convocation—Prof. ShalIengerger directing the amplification
hook-up in front of the Law Building
Co-ed Grldsters showing true Griz
zly Fight between the halves of the
game Saturday—John Compton tenting
tonight on the ol’ campus grounds
under a huge sheepskin overcoat—
Phil Patterson’s Bnlck parked as usual
in front of the Stndent Store—Frank
Vesel and Eddie Schmoll paying a very
formal visit to Angle Vidro and Cy
SayatoTlch at the Yeblsh Chi H ouserehearsals for R. U. R. progressing
rapidly in the Little Theater—Director
Hewitt doing the slave-driving—Jack
ConglU cutting a handsome figure as
he stands at attention in his R.Q.T.C.
uniform during the convocation—Phi
Delta Phi’s becoming sales conscious
as they fight back the rush for tickets
to their newest Brnwl—Dazz Furlong,
Dick Shaw, Alex Blewett and Mel
Manry complimenting each other on
the success. of the Bear Paw-Spur
dance—.

Mrs. Darrell Parker, John Crowder,
North Hall
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Parker visited Prof. Matheus Kast and Mrs. Eliza
their daughter, Betty, Saturday and beth Asendorf.
Sunday.
Mrs. Victor Johnson of Hall was aInformal Tea
week-end guest of Alice Patterson.
Actives and pledges of Zeta Chi
Inez Halloran of Anaconda was a sorority were entertained at an in
week-end guest of her sister, Helen. formal tea Sunday afternoon from 4:30
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Lewis of Brady to 6:30 o'clock. Several members of
were week-end guests of their daugh the alumni chapter were present. •
ter, Lorraine.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Knievel of Butte
Agnes Brown and Mrs. Muckier,
were week-end guests of their daugh
teachers at the Missoula high school,
ter, Geraldine.
were dinner guests at the Delta
Mary Hobbins, Ruth Perham and Gamma house Sunday. They were the
Elizabeth Evans spent the week-end guests of Cornelia Stussy and Cath
in Bozeman as house guests of Chi erine Coughlin.
Omega sorority. They returned home Jane Thelen returned to her home in
Sunday.
Great Falls Monday after spending the
Joy Browning and Margaret Coe
week-end at the Kappa Alpha Theta
were Saturday lunoheon guests of house.
Eleanor MacDonald.
Ben White, Missoula, was a Sunday
Helen Trask of Deer Lodge was a
dinner guest at the Delta Sigma
week-end guest of Margaret Bielen- Lambda house.
berg.
Virginia Crutchfield was a dinner
Nelle Fox, Dorothy Johnson and
guest at the Alpha Pbl house Sunday.
Jean Russell were Sunday dinner
Lester Tarbets was a luncheon guest
guests of Jean Porter.
at the Phi Sigma Kappa house Satur
Vivienne FitzGerald was a dinner
day.
guest of Helen Marie Donahue Sun
Bert Robinson of Livingston was a
Lights
day.
guest at the Delta Sigma Lambda
twinkling brightly
Grace Johnson was a Sunday din
house for dinner Sunday.
across the campus . :.
ner guest of Vera Miller.
Prof, and Mrs. Darrell Parker were
through the trees . . . \
Carol Wells was Eleanor MacDon
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma Nu
into the darkened windows
ald’s guest for Sunday dinner.
house.
of deserted classrooms,
Jane Leonard spent the week-end
Mike Furlong and Dave Ross of
where eager feet
with her parents in Butte.
Great Falls were week-end guests at
moving all day long
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth McPherson of
the
Phi Sigma Kappa house.
have ceased
Deer Lodge were guests of Mrs. Theo
Ralph Denton of Deer Lodge was a
their staccato, rhythmic song
dore Brantly Saturday and Sunday.
week-end guest at the Sigma Nu house.
. . . until another day.
Henry Miller was a Sunday dinner
Lights
Corbin Hall
guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa house.
twinkling brightly
Alice Crawford spent the week-end Grant Raltt was a dinner guest at
across the campus . . .
with her parents at Hamilton.
the Sigma Nu house Sunday.
laughter tinkling
Mary Dwyer visited her parents in Mrs. M. H. Hancock of Brainerd,
back in trills
Butte Saturday and Sunday.
Minn., is the guest of her son, Morris
echoed from the guardian hills
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Dietrich of Hancock, at the Phi Sigma Kappa
Sentinel and Jumbo . . .
Deer Lodge were week-end guests of house this week.
until a later hour
Mrs. Frank K. Turner.
Virginia Bode was a Sunday dinner
when the clock in the tower
guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta house.
halts it all, dimming the light
“At Home”
Sunday dinner guests at the Kappa
. . . until another night.
Alpha Phi sorority entertained at Alpha Theta house were Virginia Rigan
informal
reception
Sunday
after
ney, Mary Sulgrove and Tana McDon
Lights
noon at the chapter house. Members ald.
twinkling brightly
of the faculty, social directors of the Mrs. Paul Trelchler was a dinner
across the campus . . .
sorority houses and representatives guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta house
stormy nights and starry nights
hectic nights and pleasant nights from the various sorority houses were Sunday.
honored guests. In the reception line Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma
the lights
were Mrs. Maud Betterton, Mrs. Irving Alpha Epsilon house were Harold
shine on
Bennett, Mrs. Wallace Brennan and Dean, county attorney of Plains; Har
. . . some have gone
Maude Evelyn Lehsou. Mrs. La Marr old Stearns and Helen Trask of Deer
others flow in to fill the niche
Dickinson and Mrs, Andrew Cogswell Lodge.
left vacant
poured.
Burtt Smith of Anaconda and Carl
. . . until another year.
McFarland of Helena were week-end
Lights
guests
at the Alpha Tau Omega house.
Mrs.
Rice
Entertains'
twinkling brightly
$Irs. R. E. Rice was hostess to the Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
across the campus . . .
Chi
Omega
house were Gladys Swan
actives and pledges of Sigma Nu at a
I clutch with aging fingers
tea Sunday afternoon at her home at son, Jean Britell and Dorothea Eder.
the memory of other nights
610 McLeod avenue. She was assisted Evelyn Hemgren, Lina Greene and
when lights were bright
by Mrs. Monica B. Swearingen, Mrs. Esther Strauss were Sunday dinner
and starry skies
Bernle Kitt and Mrs. R. E. Dobson. guests at the Kappa Kappa Gamma
reposed in someone’s eyes .
Several members of the Sigma Nu house.
we strolled together
Harold Anderson of Helena spent
Mothers’ club were present.
laughing gayly
the week-end at the Phi Delta Theta
across the campus . . .
house.
Bear Paw-Spnr Mixer
Lights
Bear Paw and Spur held their an Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moody were Sat
twinkling brightly nual dance last Saturday night at the urday dinner guests at the Sigma Phi
across the campus
men's gymnasium. This year it was in Epsilon house.
have brightened my nights
Margaret Lord was a luncheon guest
the form of an All-University mixer.
many times . . . and lightened
Chaperones were Pres, and Mrs. C. Saturday at the Delta Gamma house.
the next day’s worry . .
H. Clapp, Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Spaulding, Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
and as I scurry
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Line, Mr. and Mrs. Tau Omega house were Mr. and Mrs.
home in dreams. It seems
C. W. Waters, Mr. and Mrs. Darrell James Roberts of Billings.
she walks again with me
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Cook, Mrs. Nat Allen was a Sunday dinner guest
a sea of lights
Elizabeth Asendort and Matheus Kast. at the Sigma Kappa house.
smoldering in her eyes
Gloria Proctor was a Sunday dinner
our laughter rising to the skies.
guest at the Zeta Chi house.
Pledge Tea
Active members of Kappa Alpha Frank Little, a member of the Ore
Lights
Theta entertained at an informal tea gon State team, was a dinner guest
twinkling brightly
Sunday afternoon in honor of the
across the campus . . .
may I see them years from now. pledges. Other guests were Vera Mil
ler and Jane Thelen.
COLD WEATHER SPECIAL
WILL SPONSOR “FRIENDLY”
Hot Malted Milk and
Fireside
Toastie, 30c
Friday evening at S o’clock another Sigma Alpha Epsilon entertained at
Friendly will be given at the women’s a fireside Friday evening at the chap
R
A M E Y ’S
gymnasium. Mixer games, a musical ter house. Chaperons were Prof, and
program and old folk games will fea
ture the affair, which is being spon
sored by the Campus Christian coun
cil.

Do you keep a budget? If you do, have you figured out how much
cigarettes cost you for the period of one year? - A recent survey made
by the School of Business Administration discloses the fact that three
of the students questioned spend over fifty dollars a year
Have a
on one brand or another of smokes. We used to have a
Cigarette? favorite brand but they have given place to various and
sundry other cigarettes until now we find ourselves smok
ing practically any brand. However, we have noi been able to bring
ourselves to smoking a certain kind the producers brag are not ad
vertised and therefore can be sold much cheaper than other cigarettes.
A decided tendency is being evidenced this year in the manner in
which students are cutting expenses and the reduction is noticeable in
many smoking accounts. Many find it cheaper to smoke a pipe, others
have abandoned the habit altogether and some indulge in “ 0. P.’s”
- (Other Peoples’).
After a long battle we were able to cut out cigarette smoking. Two
Jays after the campaign had ended, a salesman visited the campus
and donated packages of his company’s product promiscuously about
—we gently came to the realization that we were again among the
great army of those who are blatantly classed in the advertising sec Sam Kain was a dinner guest at the
Phi Delta Theta house Saturday night.
tions as the discriminating cigarette smoker.

iiillllllllllllllllirillllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIU:

The old adage that all roads lead to Rome may be true enough,
but the University seems to be having a hard time trying to decide _
just where Rome is, by the way the big “Cat" goes around the campus
making new roads.

J I| PORTRAITS I

When the present college group goes into the business world, co
operative business should flourish, at least if the co-operative studying
that is done in college today is any indication.

A New Studio in Town

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
LAST TIMES TODAY!

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

WILL ROGERS

“Scarlet Dawn”

— In —

With Fairbanks, Jr.
and Nancy Carroll

“ Too Busy to Work ”
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

Ernest Lubitsch’s
New Directorial Triumph

Call and See Our
Student Specials

“ Trouble in
Paradise **
— With —

One way of being assured an audience for a University gathering,
is to get out the R. 0. T. C.

Tuesday, November 15, 193?

KAIMIN

| McKay Art Co. |
=Tl1111111111111111IIII11111!11111111]1111II11111i

Miriam Hopkins

WEDNESDAY ONLY!

“HELL’S ANGLES”
Revival Night Showing
STARTING THURSDAY!

“The Phantom of
Crestwood”

Freshman Women Law School Elects
Officers for Year
Beat Sophomores
In Hockey Tourney Hngh Lemlre Will Lead Banisters,
In Gronp’s Activities
Second Tournament Game Will Be
Played Tomorrow Between
Frosh and Juniors
By a score of two-to-one the fresh
man hockey team defeated the sopho
more team in the first game of the
inter-class hockey tournament which
was started yesterday afternoon.
Tomorrow afternoon at 4 o’clock, the
freshman will meet the junlof’ team
for the second tournament game. A
contest between the sophomores and
the juniors on Friday afternoon will
bring the tournament to a close.
The Women’s Athletic association is
sponsoring a series of teas during the
tournament Tea is served each day
following the game by members of the
team not playing that day. Yesterday
the tea was served by the junior
women. The sophomores will serve
tomorrow and the freshmen will act
as hostesses on Friday.
Winners of the tournament will be
awarded either a cup or a plaque,
which will be theirs to keep per
manently.

W anderlust

Election of officers for the Law
School association was held at m
first meeting, last Wednesday in ^
the Law building. The new offices^
are Hugh Lemlre, Ronan, president;^..
Frank Gallagher, Billings, vice-presl*
dent; Robert Hendon, Lewtstown, sec
retary-treasurer, and Joe McCafferyg
Butte, sergeant-at-arms.
Those elected tor the honor com-s
mlttee in charge of the library reading!;
room are Lloyd Murrllls, Shelby; Wii-ij
11am Boone, Deer Lodge, and Georgia
Bovlngdon, Missoula.
The entertainment committee ap^i
pointed by the president Is Robert*.
Hendon; William Taylor, Anaconda^
and Grant Kelleher, Bntte.

Turney-High Talks
To Spanish Club\:
At a Spanish club meeting held&
last Wednesday at the Kappa Alphas
Theta house, Dr. Harry TurneyS
High delivered a talk on “Pre-Colum|j|
bian Civilization in North and Souta|j
America.” His talk concerned t h J |
early civilization of the Inca an<f§!
Aztec tribes in Peru.
A Spanish play was given, wlthip
parts being taken by Doris KlndschyX
Glenn Reddick and Virginia Hancock]®
Cullen Waldo gave a short talk on his?
Impressions of South America and thef,
customs and characteristics of thejg
Venezuelans.

Life Is just a bowl of cherries!
That seems to be the sentiment ex
pressed by Ernest Allen, former stu
dent, In a letter to a friend who is
attending school here now.
Allen says, “A week ago I was dig
ging ditches in Yellowstone park in
a foot of snow. To make things worse
the thermometer was hovering around
zero. Now I have a job for the next
SPURS HEAR TALES
two weeks picking cotton In South
Carolina. It’s a great life!”
Allen plans to bum his way to
activities of Spur is being given each,]
Europe, preferably Germany.
week at the pledge meetings by mem-1
bers of the active chapter. The pur-®
pose of these talks is to have the girls prepared to take over the work of thel
organization when they become activeig
members next quarter.

Men's Dorm Claims
Olympic Applicant

Freshman Pole Vaulter Competed
In Last Summer’s Trials
South hall claims two prominent
athletes in Reeve Llmeburner, Los
Angeles, and William Bippus of Dayton, O.
Llmeburner attended Hollywood
high school in Los Angeles. He was
in the Western Olympic tryouts at Los
Angeles, where he pole vaulted 13 feet
6 inches. He failed to qualify for the
tryouts held at Leland Stanford uni
versity.
Bippus attended school at Menlo
Junior college In San Francisco where
he held the junior college champion
ship in diving. He was also diving
champion of the North Coast section
of junior colleges in California.
Friday night at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house.
Harold McGrath and Roland Gilbert
of Butte were Sunday dinner guests
at the Phi Delta Theta house.
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces the
pledging of Bob Moody of St. Ignatius.

ASK FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS

Community Brand
BUTTER
MILK AND CREAM

Community Creamery
Phone 8841

SALE
Tuxedos
$ 1 7 .7 5

Men’s S o les........... $ 1.00 up
Ladies’ S o le s ............75c up
Ladies’ Heels .> -... ,25c up
Dyeing and Tinting. . 50c up
We Call for and Deliver FREE
Phone 8168

YOUNGREN
SH O E SH O P
RAY P. WOODS
Basement Higgins Block

VEST INCLUDED, $19.75.

C. R. Dragstedt
Company
Opposite X. P. Depot

THE
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Oregon State Outplays Grizzlies
To Win First Conference Victory
,A l Kick-off and Final Minutes of Play Thrill Rain-Soaked Crowd;
Pass Results in Lone Grizzly Score

Sporty Vents
The Montana State College
Bobcats, with victories over the
Grizzlies, Miners and Carroll col
lege, have been crowned state in
tercollegiate football champions,
dethroning the Saints who held
the title last year.

MONTANA

KAIMIN

Page Three

Grizzly Band Has
Battle Royal
Complete Uniforms
Co-ed Football
Since the arrival of 50 pair of
trousers last week, the Grizzly band
can wear complete dress uniforms.
Formerly the members were required
to wear, white trousers with the
maroon and gold coats, capes and
caps of the regular uniform.
Each member of the band is allowed
$10 a year for uniforms by the De
partment of Military Science. This
year it has been possible to complete
the uniforms and to buy about twelve
new ones which make a total of 50
complete uniforms.

BUNNY OAKES HAS ARTICLE
IN SPORTS PUBLICATION

Teams Fight
In Spectacular Fashion Bnt
Fall to Score

R .O .T.C . Basketball
To S ta r t T u esd a y

"Developing the Offensive Line
Charge," an article written by Coach Next Tuesday evening Company B
B. F. Oakes of the State University, meets Company A in the first game of
appeared In a recent Issue of the the annual inter-company basketball
"Coach,” a sports magazine published tournament. A double round-robin
for the Lowe & Campbell Athletic schedule has been drawn up and each
Goods company.
team plays two games against every
The article contained ideas, and ex one of their opponents. On Wednesperiences of Coach Oakes, and ex Iday, November 23, Company A tangles
plained the training of a good lineman with Company C.
which is essential to any football This tournament, which is spon
team. Mr. Oakes explained a method sored by the Minor Sports board, is
of training and developing the line, j held every year and keen competition
advising strict training rules and and hard-fought games prevail. Last
strenuous exercise.
year, after a tough battle, Company
The magazine also advertised Mr. IB emerged as champion.
Oakes’ book on the training of a foot
ball line, which has the recommenda Kathryn Eamon spent the week-end
tion of many leading coaches in this at her home in Anaconda.
country.

Between halves of the Grizzly-Oregon State game Saturday afternoon,
spectators were given a real thrill
when two teams composed of State
University co-eds battled to a scoreless
tie
after 15 minutes of hard-fought
When Montana play9 U. C. L. A.
play on a muddy, slippery field.
t* successfully against the string of*—— — ————————— ————— Saturday there is little chance of an
Undaunted by inclement weather,
s i shifty backs which the Bearers on the kick-off but Montana was upset spoiling perfect records of either
both teams ran, punted, kicked and
forced to punt after three plays failed. team. The Bruins have won all of
nt Into the fray.
passed
the ball to the one-yard stripe,
their
conference
games
while
the
Staasberry brought the Montana Emery punted 43 yards and the re
but lacked the necessary punch to
nuts to their feet with a 70-ynrd ceiver fumbled, Dahlherg recovering Grizzlies have yet to enter the win
score a touchdown. The outstanding
return of the opening kick-off and, for Montana on the Oregon State 12- column.
fire. But they still have the Red Raid play was a 40-yard run by Laura Mar
a few minutes later, shot a pass yard line. Caven charged through
tin of the Red Jerseys on a wide end
center
for
10,
tried
again
for
one,
and
ers
from
Colgate
to
dispose
of.
When St. Marys beat U. C. L. A.
to’ VMro for a touchdown and a
run which brought the ball down to
six-point lead for Montana. The then, as the teams were lining up on Armistice Day they spoiled the Bruins'
the 10-yard line. A series of line
llrixtUes might hare maintained Ithe one-yard line, second down, the chance of going through the season Auburn now holds undisputed lead
plunges
failed to make any gain, the
gun
ended
the
game.
undefeated, but they did not lower in the Southern conference. They went
this lead with a little lack, tint a
Augie Vidro, leading the Grizzlies in them in the conference standings, iI'Gator hunting Saturday and returned ball going to the White Jerseys on,
liadly-boaadlng pant pat them In a
their
own
10-yard line. Helen Mercer, Helen Dahlberg was a Saturday
hole and pared the way for Oregon his last game for Montana on Dorn- They are still tied with U. S. C. for with the hide of the Florida ‘Gators
fullback and captain of the White! visitor at the Kappa Delta house. She
following a 21 to 6 victory.
State’s first score shortly after the jbiaser field, was the outstanding line- the conference leadership.
Jerseys, received the ball on the next! came down from Poison to attend
jman on the field. He smashed many
next Uek-off.
Guaranteed to Do Sixty
the Oregon State game.
Oregon State plays and his vicious Several conference and sectional j The title hopes of the Tennessee play and booted it 30 yards where it'
Beavers Lose Yardage
was received by the Red Jerseys on i
Call 5265
rhe Grixily line smashed through tack,lnE was » feature of Montana’s itles were practically decided Satur Volunteers were given a severe set-* the 40-yard line. A succession of line Lots E. Howard L.H..... Dorcas Keach
ed Montana's lone day when another batch of undefeated Ij back by Vanderbilt Saturday when the
ie and again to break up plays and
Leola
Stevens
...
R.H.
Juanita
Armour
plunges failed to make any yardage,
teams hit the skids. Other leaders two team8 fought to a 0 to 0 tie. and the game ended with the ball on Carol Wells ..... JF. — Helen Mercer
ow Beaver backs for losses. D ur-|touchdowl1 on a Pass in th«
won from teams which were conceded | Centenary, a non-conference team,
: the first half, the Montana for- quarterthe 50-yard line, neither team having Substitutes—Nellie Spaulding (Red
rd wall stopped Oregon State’s run- Oregon State amassed a total of 413 a chance to knock them off and scram took the edge off the claims of Louisi
PERM ANENTS
the advantage when the final gun Jerseys), Carol Hambieton and Edith
ig plays, forcing them to resort to yards by running and passing and ble the races down the home stretch. ana State for southern leadership.
Hankins (White Jerseys). Referee—
Are
sounded.
passing attack which twice caught made 14 first downs. Montana could
Head linesman—
Despite the fact that the players Ted Meilinger.
the convenient
*Grizzly backs asleep and produced make only two first downs while gainSouthern California kept her jj Michigan remains at the top of the
Charles
Wilcox.
were of the female sex, they possessed
the comfortable
ichdowns.
ing 71 yards on land and through the
record Intact by handing the Ore Big Ten heap. Comparative scores
all the instincts of Grizzly fight. Team
the clever
kt the end of the first quarter the air. Oregon returned punts and krek- gon Webfooters a 33 to 0 drub indicate that other mid-western teams
Coaches Harry Adams, A. J. Lewan>ra was Montana 6, Oregon State 15.1offs 176 yards and Montana returned
bing. Utah continued the inarch are better than the Wolverines but
hair dress
dowski, Rodney McCall and Bill
ikenen and Moe had carried the ball kicks for 235 yards.
for her seventh straight- cham none of them seem able to knock her
Dependable Laundry Service
For Formal Wear
Hawke issued no statements in regard
pionship in the Rocky Mountain off her perch in actual competition. to the outcome of the game.
;rjthe Grizzly line on passes from The summary:
$4 and $5
loop by winning from Denver 27
sharp-shooting Davis, and the Oregon State (8$)
Montana (6)
ivers scored a safety when the ball Ufjtoja
to 0 in a game that was expected I Unless Freshman Coach Lewan- The starting lineup:
........Lyman
Missoula Hairdressing Parlor
Red
Jerseys
Position
White
Jerseys
Dped from Stansberry’s grasp when
to be one of the closest struggles dowski can arrange another game for
his huskies, football at Montana Is Vivian Bower . , L.E..... Peggy Wilcox
of the day.
attempted to punt from behind his pfeid
over for the season. The Varsity Marjorie Miles _.JL.T.......Thelma Buck
n goal line. The rest of the period
Pittsburgh, still In the running leaves tomorrow for Los Angeles and Marcella Malone L.G. Maxine Freyman
>s|a punting duel between Emery !gtanfieid
i Davis.
for eastern honors, eliminated will return just in time to hop a train Ada Wood __ —C. _ ...... MarlanRusk
~RXr. Letitia Kleinhans
herself
from national considera for Spokane to play Gonzaga, but) Celia Caffin
Second Period Scoreless
Devine
Sayato
he second period was scoreless,
tion by battling to a scoreless tie there will be no more Varsity games IBetty Andersoi .R.T. ....__ Lois Clark
Sara
Miles
JFLE. Lucille Lindgren I
teams being forced to punt often Kenna
with Nebraska. Colgate downed this year on Dornblaser field.
Laura Martin ...Q. —.... Louise Geyer
ause of inability to plow through
Syracuse, 16 to 0, and kept her
Right Guard
mud for consistent gains. The H a m __
Basketball season will soon be
slate clean. Brown barely held
vers opened up with a passing ather head above water, nosing out i here and the Intermnral man
Right Tackle
the effect this new svelte fabricin a desperate attempt to score
agers
are planning schedules
the
Colombia
Lions,
7
to
6.
Vidro (c)
LACQUER — gives.
the final minutes of the half, but
which will provide plenty of bas
the ball on three incompleted
Teaches us that in specialization
For gowns that individualize
Emery Brown is making a game fight Last ketball for everybody.
of
labor
a
better
product,
at
a
ses just as the gun sounded,
your
personality— at prices
week they rallied in the closing mincheaper price, can be produced.
you like to pay—
hortly after the third quarter
of the game with Holy Cross Varsity and freshman players can-! We have, in bur personnel, a
ted, the Beavers started a march
to pull a 10 to 7 victory out of the not begin practice until the autumn
man for each type of shoe. He
n the field but were stopped by
{quarter is over. But many of them
is a specialist of long experience.
Referee—Varnell (Chicago); umpire jare hanging around the gym limber
Give us a chance to Bhow you
Grizzlies, but a penalty gave them
OUR brand of work, at the low
—Moran (W. S. C.); head linesman— ing up and getting used to the feel
ball on the 30-yard line. On tbe IBowman
est of prices.
Shea
(Mt.
Angel);
field
judge—Beal
jnd play, Moe took a 27-yard pass
of the ball.
Right Half
(Denver). Score by quarters:
Davis and went over the line
LISSMAN SHOE SHOP
Touchdowns—Vidro, Moe 2, Little, Oregon State
____15 0 13 .7—35 I Tom Tobin, Helena, was
iding up. The conversion failed
329 N. Higgins
Heikenen, McIntosh.
Goals after Montana ................... 6 0 0 0— 6
the score was Montana 6, Oregon |
Sigma Chi during the week-t
touchdown—K. Davis, Acheson 2.
e 21.
Safety—Stansberry. Alternates—Mon-1
ontana’s defense tightened and the
tana, Rhinehart, le; Carpenter, It; I
vers were unable to gain, panting
Oech, Dahl berg, lg; Madden, rg; Reyninently, keeping Montana deep in |
Vesel, fb; Duffy, rh; Peden.
own territory. Near the end of
rh. Oregon State—K. Davis, le; Heik
period the fast-stepping Ward,
enen, E. Davis, re; Miller, It; Wagner,
Hess of the mud that made footing
ardous, splashed around end for rt; Leag, rg; Tuttle, rg; Danforth, e;J
lb; Joslin, fb; Pranards before he was dragged down j .u r^ ”’ C’_ ."
.iontana’s one-yard line. The Griz- gle, lh; Moe, rh; Hermann, rh; Mc
fought hard and stopped two line | Intosh, Hi; Bowman, lh; Miles, lg.

Oregon State won its first conference victory of the season Saturday
i outplaying an unlucky Montana team and winning, 35 to 6. Two
:«nr lines battled evenly through the mud and rain but the Montana
ickfield, with its stars on the bench nursing injuries, could not com-

TOURING $15

FlorenceLaundryCo.

Sheathed in

H igh lights

ECONOMICS

shes but on the third try, Little j
sezed over for the score. Acheson I
ed goal. Montana 6, Oregon State
Caven returned the kickoff 521
W IL M A p L U N G E
Is as the quarter ended,
l© fourth period opened as a puntPhone ft##C
duel with neither team having the
SORORITY AND FRATERNITY
ntage. Both sides punted on secPARTIES
or third downs and penalties
ed several potential rallies. Then
ntosh and Acheson started a 56drive which ended when Mclndove the last two yards for the
six points. Acheson kicked goal.
Caven Returns Kick-off
ven twisted and dodged 57 yards
CROCKERY

SPECIAL SALE
GLASSWARE
and

HARRY’S

HOUSEHOLD
GOODS

Tailoring
Cleaning
Pressing

For Thanksgiving

Are All of the Best

uc s

Harry’s Tailor Shop

The following are members of the

^ssoula County Dental Society
DR. F. G. DRATZ

DR. A. G. PHELPS

901 Montana Building
PHONE 4370

200 Dixon Building
PHONE 3ft6ft

DR. C7HJUP0RTE

dr. t Tl

I p h e l ps

310*311 Montana Building
PHONE 3000

200 Dixon Building
PHONE 2343

d r . g e o T r T m a llic k

DR. Ra T e RAMAKER

20ft Dixon Building
PHONE 4522

30S Wilma Building
PHONE 5200

DR. r7 g ° m u r ph y

DR. F. GORDONREYNOLDS

301 Wilma Building
PHONE M l

20ft Wilma Building •
PHONE" 3877

DR. R liN E L S O N

DR. t Ti RIDER

211 Montana Building
PHONE 4809

0 lllgglnx Block
PHONE 2321

DR. tT E p EARCE

DR. ROBERTCTSHAVER

1 Higgins Block
PHONE-----

113 First Notional Bank
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n P H E young man is saying the
J- reason he smokes Chesterfields'
is because they satisfy.
The young lady agrees with him
She says: "They click with me, too.
I’m not what you’d call a heavy
smoker. But even I can tell that
they’re milder. Besides, I always
THE

CIG ARITTE

TH AT'S

MILDER

have a kind of feeling that Chest
erfields taste better.”
She’s right. Chesterfields are
just as pure and wholesome as
Nature and Science can make them.
And we have upwards of 90 mil
lions of dollars invested to ensure
their mildness and better taste.
•

• •
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French Club Meets
Whittinghill Pays
A La Frankenstein
At Zeta Chi House
Masquer
Play
Gives
Vivid
Election Wagers
Portrayal of Hypothetical
Lucille Bohrer Relates Experiences
World of the Future
To Co-Students

Of Foreign Study
What might happen If, In some fu
jtolls Peanut Down Football Field; ture state of civilization, the work of
Twenty-five French club members
Kldes Jones Over Bns Route
the world Is done by Robots, living attended the social meeting at the
In Wheelbarrow
machines, stronger and more intelli Zeta Chi house last Thursday. Miss
gent than human beings? This is a
Here is one time that an election question Karel Capek asked himself, Lucille Rohrer, instructor in the
bet was paid in full on the date set and his answer Is embodied in the Missoula county high school, who was
the honored guest, gave a resume of
Tor payment.
melodrama, ”R. U. R.,’’ which the her studies at the Sorbonne, in Paris
Robert Schell, after seeing that Montana Masquers will present Thurs
during the summer session of last
Xoral Whittinghill was really going to day and Friday, November 24 and 25.
year. She explained the similarity of
carry out the wager to roll a peanut This play takes place on an island
that school to ours in methods of reg
with his nose down the full length of on which are located the factories for
istration, class teaching and recita
the football field at the Montana-Ore- the manufacture of robots. They are
tion periods.
gon State game, felt sorry for him and being turned out at a tremendous rate
At the conclusion of the meeting,
called off the bet after Whittinghill to replace human workers throughout
an article was read from the Le Petit
hod reached the first 20-yard line. The the world.
Journal by George Bolleau and a clar
girls’ football game somewhat hin "What happens when the robots re
inet solo was given by Dorothy How
dered Whittinghill because all the volt against their human master, and
line plunges seemed to be run his way. set out to conquer the world for which ard. Refreshments were served. Zeta
Chi acted as hostess.
The wager with Jimmie Jones was they labor, makes, in the hands of a
different. At exactly 2 o’clock Sunday master playwright like Capek, one of
afternoon, a wheelbarrow was taken the most gripping of modern dramas,”
down to the Northern Pacific depot, said Barnard Hewitt, director of the
and Jones, decorated with a big cigar production. "The novelty of Capek’s
in his mouth and a parasol over his idea and his unusual treatment of it
head, started the ride up Higgins ave brought ‘R. U. R.’ an enthusiastic re
nue with Whittinghill pushing. Be ception from both critics and public
fore long amused onlookers had gath when the New York Theater Guild
ered on the sidelines to see what It gave its first production in this Prof. Freeman Daughters WR1 Show
Pictures Taken on His
waB all about.
country.”
Southwestern Trip
After the first two blocks, Whittinghill began to realize that pushing the
I Montana Mountaineers club will
185-pound Jones was not such an easy
| . . . | . — , , , , , g - .,
hold a joint dinner party and business
job. But with the idea that Hoover
Will exhibit
meeting at the Chimney Corner Frimight reward him, he pushed valiantly
________
| day evening at 6:15 o’clock.
on. All the way up Higgins avenue,
.
T.
A.
Members,
Druggists,
Dentists,
After dinner, a business meeting to
up Gerald and down Uhiversity ave
To Be Invited
be conducted by Craig Smith, presinue, the procession moved on despite
________
dent of the organization, will be held.
the threatening weather and the more
Two reels of films entitled 'Nu- The program will include the showing
threatening muscle strain in Whittingtrltion
and
Dental
Health’
will
be
of pictures taken by Dr. Freeman
hill’s arms.
Finally, with aching arms and that shown to all students of science at 1Daughters on his southwestern trip
"tired feeling,” Whittinghill reached the State University early in January, last summer.
his destination, and another election through the courtesy of the Castle The following program has been arFilms' corporation of New York City," ranged by Edith Hall, chairman of the
bet had been paid.
Dean Charles E. Mollett of the School committee. It will include "History
of Pharmacy, announced last week. of the Mountaineers’ trip during the
‘Local druggists, dentists and mem summer ot 1932,” by Helen Krebs;
bers of the Parent Teachers’ associa “Ancient Indians of the Southwest
tion also will be invited to see the and Their Art,” C. H. Rledell; "Work
films which will be shown in the lec manship of the Present-Day Indians
ture room of the Forestry building,” of the Southwest,” by Hazel Swearin
gen, and "The Result ot the Summer
said Dean Mollett.
The films will show some of the Trip and Pictures by the Way,” Dr,
Authors’ Group Will Have Dinner more common diseases of the teeth Freeman Daughters and Prof. E. M.
At University Church and
and gums. These will be Illustrated Little.
Will Hear Report
by charts and diagrams as well as
actual pictures. Suggested foods and Alice Kenfleld, a student at the
Dr. Paul C. Phillips will address preparations for the prevention and State University last year, is teaching
the Authors’ club next Saturday night cure of the diseases also will be given. school near Inverness.
on the subject, “A Preview of Amer Results of research for the protection
ican Fur Trade.”
of teeth and gums In the diets ot Billy Hoblitt of Florence was
Dr. Phillips has made a study of children, as well as adults, will be guest of his brother, Tevis, at the
Sigma Chi house last week-end.
this topic for a period of 20 years and stressed.
a treatise which he has been preparing “The films will contain no advertis
on the subject is nearing completion. ing whatever,” Dean Mollett stated.
This will probably be Ills last report "The Castle Films’ corporation is the
previous to the publication of the same company which showed us the
work.
films last year on ‘The Relation of
Members of the club will have din Nutrition to Dental Health.’ ”
ner served at the University church
and will listen to the report of Dr.
Phillips. Reservations must be made, Two Home Economics Co-eds
with Anna Rummel at the president’s
Darn Team’s FootbaD Saits
office before Friday noon.

M ontana Hikers
Arrange Program
For Next Meeting

Science Department

r/l/ns

Dr. Paul C. Phillips
Will Address Club
On Treatise Work

Chief Lowney and Harold McGrath
of Butte spent the week-end at the
Sigma Chi house.

D U K E U N IV E R S IT Y
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Pour terras of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be tak
en consecutively (M.D. in three
years) or three terms may be tak
en each year (M.D. in four years).
The entrance requirements are in
telligence, character and at least
two years of college work, includ
ing the subjects specified for Grade
A Medical Schools. Catalogues and
application forms may be obtained
from the Dean.

TYPEWRITERS
UNDERWOOD, JR., PORTABLE

Playing football may be great
sport for men, but to two women
in the Department of Home Eco
nomics, it is a destructive game.
Twenty suits, badly torn and in
sad need of some patches and
mending, were brought to these
co-eds with the request that they
be “fixed up." Due to the rough
maneuvers of some of the Grizzly
football heroes, the suits showed
snags, marks made by cleats, and
the usual number of small holes
from friction with gravel and
small pebbles. Eight hours were
required to complete the work on
the suits and make them suitable
for use the remainder of the sea
son.
In comparison with the type of
darning done by the average co-ed,
the darning of football suits was
by no means a small job. But,
nevertheless, i t . was practical
training, and the women enjoyed

$34.50
LISTER
Typewriter Service
Underwood Agents
127 E. Broadway
Phone 2457

!

NEW LOW PRICES

LOST AND FOUND

— On —

LOST—GREEN SHAEFFER PEN.
John Compton engraved on barrel.
Reward. Return to Kaimln office.

Christmas

PORTRAITS
Made from your sorority
and fraternity negatives.
See the many new styles
we have to offer at
The Studio of

ACE WOODS
PHOTOGRAPHER

Wilma Bldg.

*

Phone 5364

S P E C IA L
One-pound can of Theatrical
Cleansing Cream, regular 75c,
now only

59c
Harkness Drug Go.

M ust W e Go On?

^ < 9335 .
Only 17 days until Hl-Jlnx.
The campus “Joey Brown,” Don
Marrs, we hear, Is to be drunk the
night of the show. A very fine time
he has, which annoys the Master of
Ceremonies.
There are stockings and socks, net
ones, lace, sheer, transparent and allwool. All are lovely to look upon,
entrancing, alluring except when
soiled. One’s dirty socks are very fine
in the clothes hamper—but when ex
posed to view—tsk, tsk.
Which brings us to the question of
the extry dime, December 2. Don’t
forget It.
We don't know what you think hut
we think the five women chosen for
the popularity contest compose a repesentatlve group of the campus co
eds and we want to compliment the
men on having selected them.
Dude Warden and Paulle Keith will
emote very convincingly the night of
December 2.
It Is rumored that their love scenes
will rival those of Garbo and Barry
more.
The big ticket selling campaign
opens Thursday, folks, and we want to
urge you to get your ballot and be
among the first to cast your vote for
Miss University of Montana.

Swimming Meets
Will Be Held Soon

Notices

ming pool this afternoon at 4:30
o'clock. Members of the teams will
be chosen Thursday.

There will be a meeting of Com Members of the Montana Debate
merce club Thursday evening at 7:30 union will meet at 7:30 o'clock
Intersorority and Interclass Teams
o’clock in Craig hall. All students in evening Jn Main Hall auditorium to
Will Compete In December
the School of Business Administration elect officers and formulate plans f(ft
are invited.
the year.
Residence hall and intersorority
boards met with the executive com
Alpha Kappa Psi will meet Tuesday Applications for assistant managers
mittee of the Women’s Athletic asso evening at 7:30 o'clock in Craig ball. 0f Minor sports should be submitted
ciation Wednesday afternoon at the
Ted Jacobs will speak on his obser- L0 carl Blair at the A.S.U.M. office*
women's gymnasium.
vations of European business condi-|or to Michael Kennedy before the eng
Plans for an intersorority swimming
of this week. Three assistants wlR
meet were discussed. The meet will
be selected by Central Board (row
be held on December 8, and the names Tonight the Fellowship group will those applying.
of the team members are to be turned meet at 616 Eddy avenue for the reg
in to Louise Geyer, swimming man ular meeting.
Patronize Kaimln Advertisers
ager, as soon as possible. No girl
will be permitted to enter more than The Forestry and Home Economic
four events. Points will be given for clubs will hold a joint meeting tomor
TYPEWRITERS
places in this tournament.
row night in the Forestry school li Rent or buy a Noiseless TypewriterDuring the winter quarter there Is brary at 8 o'clock. Members of the
Prom
to be an Intersororlty basketball tour Forestry club will meet for a short
Frank G. Swanberg
nament. A tennis tournament will be business session at 7:30 o’clock.
We Have All Makes
held during the spring quarter. Points
118 East Broadway
Phono 4492
will be awarded In these contests also. Phi Sigma will meet tonight for the
The sorority which has the greatest purpose of deciding upon prospective
number of points In all divisions will members. This meeting is very im
be awarded a plaque, which will go portant
Into their permanent possession.
Next Thursday the team members All girls desiring to be considered
for the Interclass swimming tourna as members of the class swimming
ment will be chosen. They are to teams are asked to report at the swimA 25c purchase ot
report at 4:30 o’clock at the swim
Sheaffer goods en
ming pool on Tuesday for final try
titles you to enter
outs. This tournament will be held The First National Bank
this contest
on December 6.
The First and Oldest
The O ffice Supply
National Bank in
ADDRESSES COLLOQUIUM
Montana
Company

A FORD V-8
FREE

Colloquium will meet tomorrow
at 4:10 o'clock in the Natural Sci
ence building. Prof. Hampton K.
Snell will review “The New Deal”
by Stuart Chase. The usual dis
cussion period and social half-hour
will be held.

HAYE YOU SEEN OUR NEWEST

E L E C T R IC C L O C K
It has a “speedometer” dial that records each mlnnte—
no need now to tire your eyes or your mind figuring out
the exact time. An ideal timepiece for the sorority or
fraternity house.

HAIRCUTS
For Men and Women

Florence Hotel Barber and
Beauty Shop
Phone 51511

jj

$14.50
B. & H. JEWELRY CO.

TH E SEA W O LF
’'Nature in the Raw"—as por
trayed by the noted artist, N. C.
Wyeth. . . inspired by the infamous
Captain Kidd’s fierce raids on the
gold-laden Spanish galleons
(1696), which made him the
scourge of the Spanish Main.
"Nature in the Raw is Seldom
Mild” —and raw tobaccos have
no place in cigarettes.

The cost of glasses is a very
small sum to pay for the assurance
of good eyesight It doesn’t pay to
take chances. Let us examine your
eyes now.

DR. L. R. BARNETT
DR. DON BARNETT

ROOM AND BOARD
BOARD—$16 TWO MEALS, $20
three meals, per month; choice ot
menu; excellent home cooking.
Yankee Cafe. 612 S. Higgins.

Tuesday, November 15, 1932

KAIMIN

EYESIGHT
INSURANCE

Barnett Optical Go.
Classified Ads

MONTANA

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE

,

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Roams 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 4097

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted I
100 E, Broadway—Phone 4104 |

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
200 Wilma

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that’s why they’re so mild
buy the finest, the
V very finest tobaccos
in all the world—but that
does not explain why folks
everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest ciga
rette. The fact is, we never
overlook the truth that
“Nature in the Raw is
Seldom Mild”—so these
fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are
then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purify
ing process, described by
the words—“It’s toasted”.
That’s why folks in every
city, town and hamlet say
that Luckies are such mild
cigarettes.

It’s toasted’

That package of mild Luckies

1

